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Expertise On-Demand for Imperva      
On-Premises Application Security
Imperva Security Analyst On-Demand is an annual subscription service that augments 
your security operations abilities and productivity with access to an experienced 
Web Application Firewall team that is available 24/7. Our experts are ready to help in 
improving your security posture, mitigate threats and respond to attacks in real-time. 
This premium service provides the expertise you need, when you need it, offloading the 
need to hire, train and retain in-house talent.

Imperva’s Web Application Firewall Security Analysts offer product-specific experts to 
optimize your Imperva’s Web Application Firewall (WAF) security settings, reduce cyber 
threats and respond to an active attack or incident. The service consists of on-demand 
and as-needed 24/7 assistance from experienced consultants who are able to step in 
when you need it most.

With WAF Security Analysts, organizations can leverage Imperva’s dedicated global 
team of knowledgeable and experienced web application security professionals and get 
the most of your Imperva WAF product running On-Premises or on a public cloud (e.g., 
Amazon AWS, Microsoft Azure).

Attack Readiness

The Security Analyst team members adapt to the security requirements specific to 
each customer. They are experienced in working with all manner of web infrastructure 
- no matter how large, diverse, or complex a customer’s web environment may be. The 
Security Analysts team will have web application protection applied quickly, optimizing 
it to take full advantage of Imperva WAF’s new security and performance-enhancing 
features as they become available with version enhancements or in response to 
developments such as publicized vulnerabilities.

The Security Analyst will set your Web Application to maximize security by suggesting 
best practice policies that protect your assets and matching your security regulation 
requirements with minimal false positive alerts and minimal impact on the availability of 
your applications.

KEY FEATURES AND 
BENEFITS

Best-in-class, PCI-certified WAF

Out of the box, automated 
protection

Deploys in blocking mode with 
near zero false positives

Backed by security experts at 
Imperva Research Labs

Imperva is an 
analyst-recognized, 
cybersecurity leader 
championing the 
fight to secure data 
and applications 
wherever they reside.

http://www.imperva.com
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Precision Tuning

Our Security Analysts advise on precision-tuning of your WAF to match your 
unique traffic patterns and application use, delivering optimum website 
protection while avoiding false positives. Once configured, the WAF is optimized 
to actively block malicious traffic, technical attacks, and business logic attacks.

Unparalleled Security Expertise

The Security Analysts team works hand-in-hand with the world-renowned 
Imperva security research team. This cooperation yields the most up-to-date 
threat intelligence, and the most complete set of application signatures and 
policies in the industry.

Attack Response

Are you under attack? Let our security experts stop the cyber attack and 
minimize its impact on your infrastructure. We hire the best talented security 
experts who are trained to suggest action plans, contain and stop active attacks 
on your data centers and reduce risk.

Our Security Analysts Service gives your organization access to our incident 
response experts that operate 24/7 and specializes in analyzing security alerts, 
learning attackers playbook and investigating security incidents. Leveraging 
the WAF GW capabilities, they can offer mitigating policies, rate limiting rules, 
intrusion detection and prevention signatures to detect and monitor the attack 
sources and block them.

Attack Reporting

The Security Analysts team will leverage the extensive reporting capabilities of 
the Web Application Firewall to provide customers deep forensic insight. These 
customized graphical reports enable customers to quickly analyze security 
threats and meet compliance requirements. Reports can be viewed On-Demand 
or delivered on a daily, weekly, or monthly basis via FTP or email.

Scheduled Reports

The Security Analysts team schedules reports to summarize weekly security 
event trends, provide violation details, and other useful information. These 
reports can be generated in either CSV or PDF format, and delivered via email or 
accessed directly from the management server’s GUI.
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System Performance Reports

What is not measured cannot be improved. CPU usage, network throughput and 
SSL/ TLS key exchanges per second are key performance indicators of your 
system health. Our experts can perform a system health analysis and generate 
a report to assure your system runs at optimal performance and help you set 
system event logs to alert when a health issue is detected.

Unparalleled Security Expertise

The Security Analysts team works hand-in-hand with the world-renowned 
Imperva security research team. This cooperation yields the most up-to-date 
threat intelligence, and the most complete set of application signatures and 
policies in the industry.

Imperva is an 
analyst-recognized, 
cybersecurity leader 
championing the 
fight to secure data 
and applications 
wherever they reside.

Attack Readiness

- Up to 52 hours of attack prep 
and walkthrough sessions 
annually. 

- Default to 1x weekly session, 
cadence can be customized

- Focus on policies applied and 
tuned, identify configuration 
or statuses that impact 
security posture

Attack Response

- On-Demand SOC, Immediate, 
direct access to Imperva 
experts who will join live 
sessions with customer staff

- Use deployed Imperva 
Solutions to identify and 
mitigate active/ongoing 
attacks

- Assurance that Imperva will 
support customers during 
emergency situations and 
active security incidents, not 
just a technology vendor

Attack Review

- Assist with reports and log 
review to assess impact of 
incidents

- Bring lessons learned and 
improvements from attack 
response into future attack 
prep sessions


